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PART-A
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manaseriaf utilitv maximisation moderas asainst profit

a) Cyertand March
c) Marris

Max. Mar:ks : g0
1) Part - A : Answer art questions. Each question carriesone mark (objective).
2) Part - B : Answer any g qurriior". Answer within

lr/rpages. Each question carries 3 iarxs.3) Part - C : Aiswer any 4 questions. Answer within
2r/rpages. Each question carries S iarXs.4) Part - D : Aiswer any 2 questions. Answer within
6 pages. Each question carries l3 marks.
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2. According to cyert and March, the organisationatcoarition isa) Coafition of.production b) Coalition of inventoryc) coarition of confricting interests d) coafition of market sharing
3' fn the case of comprementary goods, cross erasticity isa) Greaterthan unity O) r-ess tnln unityc) Equalto unity d) Equalto zero

4' Which of the fofrowing is not a method of demand forecasting ?a) Survey of buyer,s opinion b) Delphimethod
c) Market studies and experiments d) simon,s Model

P.T.O.



5. Externaf diseconomies shift the LAC curve
a) Downwards b) Upwards
c) Remains the same d) Backwards

6. which of the foilowing diminish continuousry as output increases ?a) SAVC

c) AFC b) TFc
d) sAc

t 
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of the foflowing can be defined as 'Matching of one risk with an opposite
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a) Non-insurable risk
c) Hedging principle-

b) Diversification principle
d) RADR
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(8x3-24)

8' which of the following method is used to estimate a uniform ftow of annuafearnings over the life of the project ?
a) Payback criterion
b) The return on investment criterion
c) Jhe discounted cash flow method
d) Capitalrationing

9' charging high price in the initialstage of product introduction is known asa) Dualpricing b) Entry pricing
c) Price skimming d) Average pricing

10' charging different prices to different consumers isa) Indiscriminate pricing b) Varied pricing
c) Differentialpricing d) Fullcost pricing

PART- B
11. Define Target Return pricing.

12. Define Economies of scope.

13' Distinguish between opportunity cost and outay cost.
14. What do you mean by price ceifing ?

15. Explain the Hedging principte.

I
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6 Why does the demand curve slopes downward ?

17. Define income elasticity of demand.

18. What are the advantages of payback criterion ?

19. Explain the return on investment criterion.

20. What is demand forecasting ?

-.21. Explain sensitivity analysis.

. PART_C (4x5=20)

22. Explain Laplace decision criterion.

23. Explain the impor.tance of capitalbudgeting.

24. Diagrammatically explain break_even analysis.

25. Explain the five degrees of price elasticity of demand.

26. what are the determinants of demand forecasting ?

27- Explain Baumo|s moderof sares maximisation.

PART- D (2x13=26)

28. Explain decision tree anatysis with a suitable example.

29' Discuss the traditional and modern techniques of capital investment appraisal,
bringing out their relative merits and demerits.

30. Explain the majorforecasting methods currenily in use.

31' Explain the various practical uses or (Applications) of the concept of price elasticity
of demand.


